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ACCU-DART Announces NEW
Monthly Plan Option!
An affordable alternative for clients in need of
inventory control

The ACCU-DART team understands the importance of
offering an affordable inventory management solution
for your clients. As such, we are incredibly excited to
announce a new monthly plan option for your clients.
While we believe ACCU-DART’s modularity and
competitive pricing make it an affordable solution, we
understand that for many clients it is difficult to invest
a single sum upfront. For this reason, we have created
an easy monthly plan option. Clients can now pay a
monthly fee for the software, significantly reducing the
initial investment and making it easy to implement and
afford. This monthly fee includes their software assurance,
entitling the user to free updates and upgrades, technical
support and more. The hardware will need to be
purchased. Clients will also have the option to buy the
software license at a later date - earning a rebate % each
month towards the purchase.
For Example: A client who needs 3 RF users, Ship
Sales Orders, PO Receipts, and Physical Count would
pay less than $400 per month for the software!
You now have the choice of offering your clients the
traditional software
pricing or the new
monthly plan.
Resellers: you will
still receive your
reseller discount,
which for the
monthly plan will be
issued to you on a
regular basis.
The ACCU-DART Monthly Plan payment option will help
make ACCU-DART affordable for any client who needs to
get control of their inventory.

For more information, please click here or contact us at
info@accu-dart.com.

Upcoming Events: TPAC

We are very excited to be participating in the 2009
Third-Party Advantage Conference (TPAC) August 20
- September 1, 2009 in
Vancouver, BC. TPAC
“is the conference that
showcases third-party
products that work with
Sage Accpac ERP and
Sage CRM. Every product
shown is potentially useful for you in providing a solution to
your clients and prospects”.
We will be exhibiting at Booth #15, so please come by and
meet our team, or attend one of our informative sessions
to learn more about ACCU-DART:
Session #1 - How to Demo and Sell ACCU-DART to
your Prospects
This session will explore how to position ACCU-DART
as the best inventory control solution for your clients and
prospects, and how to demo the product simply and easily.
Session #2 - Installing and Using ACCU-DART with Q
&A
In this session, join us to see how to easily install and
operate ACCU-DART, and to answer any specific
questions you may have about our product. You will also
receive a FREE trial version of the software to install on
your laptop computers.
For more information about TPAC, please visit www.tpac.
biz

Introducing Bin Tracking for Sage
Accpac
Bin Tracking functionality allows you to track specific

inventory information, and know where items are located
at all times. By incorporating radio-frequency bar code
scanning, the warehouse staff can instantly update the
system as they handle each item in real time. ACCU-DART
is proud to offer integration with the Bin Tracking solution
from Orchid Systems.
Seamless Integration - ACCU-DART updates inventory
and bin information directly to Orchid Systems software
and with Sage Accpac. There is no additional database to
maintain and reconcile.
Essential Real Time Updating - Tracking Bin information
in real-time is essential to make the most of this crucial
data.
The old way: Moving goods from one bin to another,
but only updating the database every few hours (or at
the end of the day) leads to inaccurate and out-of-date
information, that is not as meaningful to your business
The ACCU-DART way: By easily scanning bin
information with each transaction through ACCUDART and Orchid Systems Bin Tracking software,
you will have the most up-to-date information on your
inventory at all times.
Extensive Functionality - Orchid Systems and ACCUDART have developed numerous modules to meet your
bin tracking needs. It is also easy to add bin tracking to
your existing ACCU-DART installation. Modules include:
Ship Sales Orders with Bins, Receive Purchase Orders
with Bins, Physical Count with Bins, Bin Transfers,
Picking, Put Aways, Pick by SO, and more...
ACCU-DART’s ability to record bin information - in addition
to the standard Sage Accpac data - and to update the
database in real-time from the warehouse floor, provides
a cost-effective realistic solution to tracking crucial bin
information.
Users must purchase Bin Tracking from Orchid Systems.
Visit www.orchidsystems.biz
Bin Tracking Integration available Summer 2009

Why Invest in ACCU-DART Now?
In tough economic times, many businesses are cutting
back costs in an attempt to stay afloat. However, there
is no greater time to invest in solutions that enhance
productivity than when you’re trying to save costs.
At first it may appear counter-intuitive to invest in a new

system while trying to cut back on expenses, but by
improving efficiencies, your clients can save countless
dollars in labor costs, shipping expenses, customer service
salaries, and much more.
With a relatively small initial investment, or by taking
advantage of our new monthly plan option, your clients can
reap the long-term benefits and gain profitability.
With ACCU-DART, your clients’ business will:
Save Manpower - implementing ACCU-DART can have
substantial impact on reducing clerical effort and thereby
freeing up staff to do other important jobs around the
organization. For example: receiving purchase orders
with ACCUDART will eliminate the need to have someone
collect all the paperwork, go to the receiving screen in the
accounting system, and manually input what has been
received. When using ACCU-DART, the information is
updated in real-time, saving you hours of manpower.
Reduce Shipping Errors - Shipping the wrong goods
to a customer can have a major impact on your clients’
bottom line. They will waste money dealing with irate
customer phone calls, waste labor time handling the return
and re-shipment of the correct order, lose money on the
additional freight costs, and possibly miss out on future
sales opportunities by having inaccurate inventory values.
By shipping the right goods the first time with ACCU-DART,
your clients may save these unnecessary costs.
Improved Inventory Accuracy - ACCU-DART can help
improve inventory accuracy which will then allow your
clients to make better-informed decisions on issues
like: satisfying order requests, planning purchases, and
reducing inventory levels. Accurate and timely inventory is
the key to maximizing inventory dollars.
We at ACCU-DART understand how difficult it can be to
invest in any system during these trying times. For this
reason, we are proud to offer a new monthly plan option.
Clients can now pay a monthly fee for the software,
significantly reducing the initial expenses. With the monthly
plan option, it has never been a better time to invest in
ACCU-DART.
When economic times are tough many companies are
struggling to stay afloat. By investing in solutions that will
improve their overall operations, your clients will not only
survive the hardships, but become more profitable in the
long-run.

